
Folks talk about being centered, and maybe there’s something to it, but not quite in the
New Age, Far East, Buddhist or Zen sort of way. The great unease of the age, already
extant but pandemic spurred, is the anxious, hopeless, and disconnected sense of not
having a rich and purposeful place in a seemingly cold and soulless creation.
Meditative practices that clear the mind, remove emotion, deny personality, and pursue
dissipation into some vast universal energy don’t solve but instead increase that
hopelessness and anxiety. Centering of that mindless and purposeless sort may not
have much of anything to it. But a different kind of centering, a Christian
cosmological centering, leads us in the direction we want to go.

Christian cosmology puts humankind precisely
in the center and not just passively but wholly,
purposefully, and actively so. God made us in
his image. Whatever else that construct means,
it implies that God puts us precisely between
heaven and earth, or think of it as between
meaning and materiality, to mediate those
dimensions according to his purpose, order, and

design. In other words, God puts us at the very center of up/down things, to bring
those things together, making order out of chaos while drawing on the divine. God also
puts us at the precise intersection of space and time, or think of it as between actuality
(what exists) and potentiality (what could exist). In other words, God puts us at the
very center of left/right things, to mediate what could be with what is, creating out of
his desire.

And that’s centering, true centering that takes the most fundamental features of God’s
universe as we know and experience those features, and gives us our rightful place
drawing all those things into us to direct them back and up in obedience to our
passionately loving God. Center yourself today. Then let things go forward and up as
you participate in God’s great dance, at center stage, with his loving eyes on you.
There’s indeed something to centering, when one understands it through God’s mind.


